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The true life stories of six little-known fierce ancient warrior queens are told with humor and vivid
detail by an award-winning writer.For young readers seeking to be inspired by stories of strong
women, this riveting book shines a light on six powerful ancient queens. Highlighting women
warriors who ruled in ancient eras, like Hatshepsut in 1492 BCE Egypt, and Zenobia in 260 CE
Palmyra, the stories span the globe to reveal the hidden histories of queens who challenged
men and fought for the right to rule their queendoms. Award-winning author Vicky Alvear
Shectar's lively text and acclaimed illustrator Bill Mayer's witty illustrations showcase these
stories filled with history, power, and humor.
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reality!INTRODUCTIONBloodthirsty Warriors in CrownsSome ancient queens were fabulous.
Others were fierce. The best were both—brilliant leaders who expertly ruled their kingdoms
while furiously fighting anyone who dared threaten them or their people.The ancient world was
particularly brutal to women. Men made laws and rules to keep women out of power,
uneducated, and often hidden from the public world. Yet these six queens came roaring out of
their palaces like lionesses protecting their cubs, ready to eviscerate challengers and enemies
alike.And eviscerate them they did! Unfortunately, we don’t have records of how these women
fought because often it was the queens’ enemies who recorded their stories. You know, the very



men angriest about being bested by women. So the victors often downplayed the women’s
talents, abilities, and victories. It was almost as if male recordkeepers found losing to women
somehow. . . embarrassing.Luckily, modern scholars are able to fill in some of the holes with
archaeological evidence. The result is a look into the lives of women who prized razor-sharp
swords and armor-piercing arrows just as much as jewel-encrusted crowns of gold.Most of the
ancient warrior queens in these stories didn’t go looking for trouble. It came to them, usually at
the hands of invaders who wanted to steal their land and power. Every single one of these
queens pushed back hard.Not on my watch, they cried.All of them were prepared to die fighting
for their queendoms. Some of them did, choosing death on the battlefield rather than submitting
to their enemies. They fought in chariots, on ships, and even on elephants, wielding weapons
that cut right to the heart (and often right into the heart) of the matter.These fearless queens
were more than ready to throw down against the biggest, meanest, baddest guys who dared
challenge them. They were powerful women who laughed in the face of their enemies, women
who had one message for anyone who claimed they shouldn’t or couldn’t stand up to invaders:
Watch me slay.TIMELINE:Dates indicate when these queens either came to power or took up
arms against enemies.1492 BCE (before the Common Era):HATSHEPSUT of Egypt480
BCE:ARTEMISIA I of Halicarnassus27 BCE:AMANIRENAS of Nubia39–40 CE (Common
Era):THE TRUNG SISTERS of Vietnam60 CE:BOUDICCA of Britain269 CE:ZENOBIA of
Palmyra (Syria)CHAPTER ONEHATSHEPSUTTHE WOMAN WHO RULED AS A
MANHatshepsut was the most powerful female pharaoh to ever rule in Egypt. Yet within three
generations after her death, the average Egyptian had likely never heard of her. In fact, most
ancient Egyptians didn’t even know she’d existed.Which is a bit like Americans never having
heard of Susan B. Anthony. Or Britons unfamiliar with Elizabeth I. Or. . . well, the Justice League
not knowing about Wonder Woman.The problem was that nearly every record of Hatshepsut’s
rule nearly 3,500 years ago had been viciously destroyed.Hatshepsut’s successor didn’t want
people to remember just how successfully she ruled as pharaoh or how aggressively she
masterminded a foreign invasion. He tried to keep her story—along with her mummy—under
wraps. Thankfully, modern Egyptologists have begun digging up the truth and unraveling the
facts of her amazing run as the most powerful woman of her era.What We Do KnowHatshepsut
ruled in what Egyptologists call the Eighteenth Dynasty, which refers to the era of her family’s
power during the fifteenth century before the Common Era (BCE). Hatshepsut’s father was the
great general Thutmose I.Daddy Thut (no, not King Tut—he came about 150 years after
Hatshepsut) was a tough military guy. He also had a flair for drama. After a victory in Africa, he
sailed home with the naked body of the defeated king dangling from the prow of his ship.1 King
Thut, it seemed, liked to keep his enemies in line—or hanging from one anyway. But he had
terrible luck with a different kind of line: the line of succession.King Thut’s royal children all died
young, except for one daughter—Hatshepsut. To keep the power in the family, he had her marry
her younger half-brother (Thut’s son by a minor wife), Thutmose II.Yes, you read that right—she
had to marry her brother. But that was nothing new in ancient Egypt. Royal brother-sister



marriages were typical because they kept the power within the family. And to the Egyptians, a
stable family of intermarried rulers was preferable to constant wars for control of the throne.The
practice was so accepted for royalty, in fact, that the Egyptians even had brother-sister gods who
intermarried, such as Isis and Osiris and Set and Nephthys.That’s not to say that Hatshepsut
was happy with the arrangement. We’ll never know what she really thought because we don’t
have any of her letters or diaries. But based on her behavior, we can guess that she wouldn’t
have hesitated to do whatever was necessary to keep her beloved Egypt strong and stable.Like
the lion-bodied sphinx overlooking the pyramids, protecting Egypt was her mane concern.The
Tween QueenHatshepsut was twelve or thirteen when she married her little brother.2 She had a
child soon after—a daughter named Neferure. In other words, Hatshepsut became a queen,
wife, and mother before most modern kids get out of middle school.To be fair, in the ancient
world, a girl was considered a woman the moment she was physically able to get pregnant. And
with high mortality rates—with people only living on average to about thirty-five years—you
could say being in your mid-teens was like being middle-aged.Unfortunately, Hatshepsut’s
brother-husband became a low life-expectancy statistic.3 He died about three years after taking
the throne, but not before having a son with a different, minor wife.Hatshepsut was left a widow
at about sixteen. And because she’d had a girl child, she was about to be left out in the cold too.
In ancient Egypt, a baby boy outranked even the most royal queen.“I Know. . . Put the Baby in
Charge!”According to ancient rules and practices, only a boy could rule Egypt. The pharaoh’s
son, however, was still quite young when his father’s body was shipped off to the local
mummifier. Since babies make terrible rulers (think of the tantrums!), other power-hungry people
likely tried to push their way into power. There may have even been talk of assassinations and
military takeovers.But by sheer force of will, our plucky queen put a stop to all that. She came up
with a plan that made everyone happy: she would rule as a substitute—or as regent—until the
baby, Thutmose III, was old enough to take the throne.In other words, she would hold his place
in line.4This made sense because she had the most royal blood of anyone in the palace. Since
the Egyptians believed royals were partly divine, Hatshepsut used this to her advantage. But the
queen didn’t rest on the royalty of her family’s line alone—she impressed everyone with her
smarts and gumption too.She stabilized the government and calmed everyone’s fears of enemy
invasions by strengthening Egypt’s borders. She appeased the powerful priests of Amun. And
she kept the economy strong by building roadways, sanctuaries, and impressive
monuments.While Hollywood movies imply that slaves built Egypt’s great monuments, the truth
is that free laborers and farmers did most of the work for their pharaohs in exchange for food and
oil and, often, housing during the farming off-season. Not every ruler was willing to finance
projects that benefited the average person. Hatshepsut, however, invested heavily in projects to
spread the wealth. She also encouraged artistic innovation. Her mortuary at Deir el-Bahri is often
cited as one of the most beautiful temples in all of Egypt.But her commitment to the people and
economy of Egypt was just the beginning. The young queen also proved her awesomeness with
the sword when she invaded a foreign power.Without a doubt, Hatshepsut knew how to keep her



enemies on edge.Like Father, Like DaughterRemember how her father, Thutmose I, sailed home
with the naked body of a defeated king dangling from the prow of his ship? Hatshepsut sought to
prove herself as Egypt’s true leader by stringing up a line of victories of her own too.5So she
invaded regions south of Egypt, likely in today’s Sudan, which the Egyptians called Nubia. We
don’t have details of the battle, but one of the queen’s officials, named Ty, wrote that he
“followed” her into battle and that she destroyed the land of Nubia.6 Hatshepsut’s treasurer, a
guy named Djehuty, wrote on his tomb that he “counted up ivory, ebony, and the many fruits of”
the Nubian invasion, implying that he’d accompanied her.7Some scholars also believe that she
either led forces into the regions that are called Syria and Israel today or at least stood up to
invaders harassing her borders. She bragged about protecting Egypt’s territories from these
invaders by carving on her temple that those “eastern frontier[s]. . . across the sand of Asia are in
my grip.”8When it came to owning her power by the sword, Hatshepsut did not hesitate to cut
deep.Chariot Queen on a RollWhile we don’t have details about Hatshepsut in battle, we can
assume—based on what we know about Egyptian warfare of the period—that she fought on
wheels.9 Egyptian chariots usually carried two warriors: one to manage the horses, the other to
smite the enemy with heavy compound bows. And if that didn’t work, foot soldiers sliced and
diced the leftovers with curved swords called khopesh.Hatshepsut’s military victories were
exceeded only by her smart business and trade deals, which brought even more wealth into the
kingdom. Thanks to her, Egypt was awash in gold, ebony, ivory, incense, wild animals, and other
money-making goods. The economy soared.People got rich.And Hatshepsut had shown
everyone that she could arm up and kick butt in war, just like her father and all the other great
pharaohs before her. Despite ruling for nearly a decade, one thing was still missing: a formal
title.Hatshepsut ruled liked a pharaoh. She went on military and trade expeditions like a pharaoh.
She even built impressive monuments like a pharaoh. But as a woman, she wasn’t allowed to be
pharaoh.Hatshepsut wasn’t about to let old traditions stop her. So she came up with a solution
that gave her instant legitimacy.Who’s Your Daddy?Claiming pharaoh-hood was leveling up to a
whole new category of power and not everyone was ready for it. So the queen began telling a
new story—that the creator god Amun was her actual father. This put a divine stamp of approval
on her naming herself pharaoh. She also claimed that an oracle had foretold her kingship,
describing Amun’s selection of her. And who could argue with the gods?Hatshepsut the queen
regent had officially become Hatshepsut the pharaoh, the divinely approved ruler of the Two
Lands.At the same time, Hatshepsut gave her stepson (Thutmose III) all the best training
available, including learning the art of war from Egypt’s top generals. In other words, she took full
power—including the title of pharaoh—without undermining the kid who would one day take her
place.That is some kind of finesse.How did she do it? Apparently very, very carefully.First and
foremost, she got the support of the most powerful and important officials—including the priests
of Amun—in the kingdom. And also of all of her military generals. No one quite knows how she
accomplished this, but it likely involved sharing a great deal of the wealth that she’d brought in
from the middle of Africa. But her success also implies that she had a talent for winning people



over and inspiring confidence.People call that charisma, and she must have had plenty to spare
because no queen before her had ever dared to take on as much power with so little resistance.
It’s kind of like the water girl taking over as lead striker at the Women’s World Cup soccer finals
and winning the championship with ease.Say No to the DressLike a smartphone user
discovering hidden filters, Hatshepsut knew that small adjustments to her image had a big
impact on the way people perceived her, so she began slowly editing how she was represented
in art. In the early years, she was shown as a woman in a long dress, wearing a king’s crown.10
Then, for a little while, she kept the dress but had her shoulders broadened and was shown
striding forth like a man.Slowly her image transformed until she ended up losing the dress and
wearing the kilt—and sometimes the beard—of a king. She was shown as a muscular young
man, often receiving blessings from the gods. The message was that the gods approved of her
rule, and that she was strong enough to rule Egypt, protect her borders, build impressive
structures, and perform all of the kingly rituals required to maintain maat (mah-at).11Maat was
the word the Egyptians used to describe a force for order in the world, a balance that kept
everybody safe. But as long as Hatshepsut was only a regent, the country technically had no
ruling pharaoh. No pharaoh, some worried, meant no maat. And no maat meant bad things were
going to happen.So, Hatshepsut did what she needed to do to reassure everyone. By taking the
throne as pharaoh, she maintained maat. She kept the world ordered and peaceful. Things were
under control. Everything was going to be okay.And really, for more than twenty years, it
was.Enter the Young KingBy all accounts, Hatshepsut’s rule rocked. She squashed her enemies,
expanded the kingdom, made the country prosper and the arts flourish, and had some of the
greatest architecture of all time built in her name. Even better, the pharaoh-queen had prepared
her stepson for kingship so well that the transfer of power after she died was easy and
seamless.Thutmose III ruled after her for more than thirty years. Egypt continued to thrive, and
he expanded its borders even more with further campaigns against Nubia and Syria. You’d think
he would’ve been grateful. But instead, he hip checked Hatshepsut into the pit of oblivion. Why?
The Evil Stepmother TheoryArchaeologists found proof of Hatshepsut’s reign in the early
twentieth century when they discovered a pit filled with destroyed statues of the kingly queen.
Her statues were toppled, her name had been hacked away, and every evidence of her rule was
either disguised or tossed.Only a pharaoh could’ve made that happen, so they figured
Thutmose III must have really, really hated Hatshepsut. Debates on why he turned on her grew
to a fever pitch around the same time that a guy named Disney released a little movie called
Snow White in 1938.
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